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By Mike Nuyens
Component Chair

Let me start by wishing you
and your family the best

for 2004.
As I look out the window

at the snow coming down,
I’m thinking about all our
members who are providing
c r i t i c a l
public ser-
vices and
p r o f e s -
s i o n a l l y
representing
our work-
places.

T h i s
c o m i n g
year the
Component
will be em-
barking on some major
challenges. The Component’s
executive has endorsed a
campaign project.

We started to outline the
direction of this campaign at
our last component meeting
last November. The first step
will be a membership survey
to be conducted over the next
few months.We will be seeking
information and input from
the members around the
province on a range of issues.

The survey will include all
members of the Operational
Services Component which

A hundred years ago,
Canadian workers earned

wages and that was about it. In
general, they didn’t get paid
time off for holidays and
vacations, they paid all their
own medical expenses, and they
had to provide for themselves if
they were laid off, disabled or
wanted to retire.
  Over the course of the last
century, because of the demands
of workers and unions, there has
been a steady growth in non-
wage benefits-paid time off,
pensions, insurance coverage
and other things like child care
and employee assistance
programs.
  Some are provided through the
government (Old Age Security,
the Canada or Quebec Pension
Plan, Employment Insurance,
Workers Compensation,
medicare and welfare), and
employers provide some.
  These benefits are not a frill.
They are essential to the survival
and dignity of working families.
  In recent years, the workplace
focus has been on group life and
disability coverage, dental and
extended health plans
(including drugs), which fill in
some of the gaps of our medicare
system.
  According to the most recent
Statistics Canada survey, as of
2000, half of the Canadian
workforce has medical, dental
and life or disability coverage, 12

By Louis Erlichman per cent have one or two of
these, and 38 per cent have
none.
Coverage is probably somewhat
higher than this, since, in
families with more than one
earner, some uncovered workers
will be covered as dependents.
  Full-time permanent workers
are more likely to have benefit
coverage than part-time or
casual employees.

Unionized workers
have the advantage
As with wages, unionized
workers have a big benefit
advantage. Seventy-nine per cent
of unionized workers are
members of pension plans,
compared to 30 per cent of non-
unionized workers.
  Seventy per cent of unionized
workers have medical, dental
and group life or disability
coverage, compared to only 40
per cent of non-unionized
workers.
  Benefits are a big part of the
cost of labour. In the last 50
years, the cost of benefits
(including payroll taxes for CPP
or QPP, EI and Workers
Compensation) has risen from
around 15 per cent to more than
35 per cent of total labour costs
in Canada.
  In the last few years, costs have
been rising rapidly, particularly
for drug and supplementary
medical plans.

See “Benefits”on page 6.
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Workplace visits to start

The Ministry of Transportation
and Highways has always

allowed organizations, such as
boys and girls clubs, children’s
sports teams and other volunteer
groups to participate in litter
pickup on our public roads and
highways.  This work is done on a
price per kilometer basis, and
allows these groups to earn some
money and help the environment.

The problem is that we are
letting our children work in one
of the most dangerous locations
in our society. With inattentive
drivers traveling at increasingly
higher speeds, greater numbers of
impaired drivers and the limited
sight distances resulting from the
ministry’s cutback on roadside
mowing, as highways main-
tenance employees we fear for our
own lives.

The litter we pick up on public
right of ways consists of some of
the most hazardous materials in
our society.  We are frequently
finding used needles and
condoms, dead animals, broken
glass and discarded containers of
who knows what.

As a parent, I am appalled that
our government would allow
children and untrained adults
into this environment, and I am
disappointed in these groups for
allowing themselves to be used
this way.

This is not charity, it is merely
using cheap untrained labour to
do a, sometimes, very dangerous
job.

Paul Loyd is is the Chair for Local
1001 and is 2nd Vice-chairperson of
Component 10.

includes nursery workers, traffic
control employees, AirCare
employees and highways
maintenance workers.

The executive has also committed
to undertake a workplace visit
strategy in the spring. We are going
to have members of the executive
travel around the province to attend
workplace meetings and listen to as
many members as we can.

I understand the complexity of
achieving this, however the
component believes it’s important to
get out there and listen to its
members.

Once we have achieved both the
survey and the membership meetings
we will have a clearer view of the
campaign and its direction based on

your needs and values.
 This is a very important

issue for the Component. We
are asking for your help and
guidance to achieve this
project. Keep in touch with
your stewards for dates and
times as they are determined,
and if you don’t have a steward
elect one so the workplace can
be represented.

The Component is also
looking for young workers
who are interested in receiving
training from our young
worker representatives in the
union, if you are under the age
of 29 and interested please
contact your local chair or
myself.

Children
should not
be exposed
to danger
By Paul Lloyd

Ed Kehler is retiring from Emil
Anderson Maintenance on

January 16, 2004 in the Fraser Valley
after 28 years of service. A lot of those
years were as Abbotsford road crews
shop steward and safety officer.

When I asked him his thoughts
on retiring, he said it has been great
to have the opportunity to work
with several contractors and the
variety of people that followed.

“I also want to say a special

Ed Kehler smiles, thinking about retirement.

Kehler going to enjoy his free time
By Gary Devison thankyou to the BCGEU for all

they have done for us in
contract talks and negotiations
and for all the volunteer time
that our union reps have given
us,” he said. “Good luck to you
all. I  will definitely enjoy my
free time.”

Best of luck to you Ed, and
rest assured we know you will
be enjoying that free time—you
deserve it!
Gary Devison is the Chair of Local
1004.

www.bcgeu.ca
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firefire

Here are some health and safety
issues that your Component
Executive has been working on
since the last Comp. 10 issue:

Violence in the
workplace

The public service Standards of
Conduct have been revised and
now contain the following rights
and obligations: “All public service
employees have the right to
expect, and the responsibility to
create, a workplace where all
employees are safe. Violence in the
workplace is unacceptable and will
not be tolerated. Violence includes
any attempted or actual exercise
by any person, including another
worker, of any physical force so as
to cause injury to a worker and
includes any express threat of
violence. Employees must report
any incident of violence directed
towards themselves or their co-
workers. Any employee hearing a
threat, including a threat to a co-
worker, must report that threat if
he or she has reasonable cause to
believe that the threat is serious.
Any incident or threat of violence
in the workplace must be
addressed immediately.”

Although this standard only
has formal application to direct
public service employees they are
goals that are supported by the
Union and should serve as guiding
principles for all our bargaining
units.

Managed health care
It has come to the attention of

the union that the companies
TEKS MED and/or DMI (Disability
Management Institute) have
being contacting union members
and informing these members of
appointments with physicians by
TEKs or DMI.

As you  might not be aware,
there is no contractual obligation
for any union member to comply
with the direction of  TEKS or

DMI, nor is their any contractual
ability of the employer to compel
any member to attend any such
medical appointment arranged by
TEKS or DMI.

In terms of what rights an
employer may otherwise have
please see the document “Centre
for Labour-Management De-
velopment.”

Traffic control
standardizing

More consistent, safer work
practices are the expected
outcomes of a new program
intended to standardize the
training of an estimated 6,000
traffic control persons (TCPs)
across British Columbia.

The BC Road Construction and
Maintenance Safety Network is
implementing the comprehensive
program under a WCB
administrative contract.

Based on a “train-the-trainer”
concept, the program involves
certifying instructors to deliver a
new traffic control course whose
graduates will earn “proof of
completion of training”
documentation. Trainers may
come from existing training
deliverers.

This program is intended to
provide a uniform quality of
training delivery only and there
is no intent to replace colleges or
others now providing training,
only to set the first clear standard
for that training.

The dates for full WCB OH&S
regulation 18 compliance is March
31, 2004 for all new TCPs without
tickets, and TCPs with current
tickets no longer considered valid.

(After June 30, 2003, tickets
from organizations other than the
Safety Network are considered
valid up to December 31, 2004,
provided the coarse taken to earn
the ticket was at least two days in
duration, it included one day of
road work, and it meets the
requirements of WCB OH&S
REGULATION 18.6(2)…..and by
December 31, 2004 for all current
TCPs with “valid” tickets, issued
before June 30, 2003, by
organizations other than the
Safety Network.)

Control of wood dust
from table saws

Table saws have been found to
create significant amounts of

Occupational health and safety
By Mike Prystae

See OH & S on page 4.
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During a component meeting
prior the BCGEU policy

convention, I learned that a key
factor for the governments
reversal on not privatizing the
liquor distribution branch was
due in part to the success
component 10 had in the recent
negotiations to maintain
successorship and securing our
jobs for at least 10 more years.

This  success did not come
lightly nor without cost but
because of some very hard work
and determination by our

wood dust. Workers exposed to
wood dusts have experienced a
variety of adverse health effects
such as eye and skin irritation,
allergy, reduced lung function,
asthma, and nasal cancer.
Therefore, the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) recommends
limiting wood dust exposures to
prevent these heath problems. To
obtain more information about
controlling this hazard, or for
information on other occu-
pational health and safety issues,
call NIOSH  at 1-800-356-4674

Underbody plow
exemptions (Section 16)

At the fall conference of the BC
Road Builders and Heavy
Construction Association, Bruce
McKay of the Ministry of
Transportation made a pres-
entation to the maintenance
sector stating that there would be
no ability for the maintenance
sector to utilize the underbody
plows that extended past the
vehicle envelope on the left side
unless they were able to be
immediately retractable by the
vehicle operator.

This eliminates solid mounted
or extra wide plows extending past
the vehicle envelope on the left.
All of the maintenance contracts
have this new permit language in
schedule 15 attached to the
maintenance agreements and for
those contractors who will be
operating under the current
round IV contracts, the Ministry
will be sending out contract
amendments in the very near
future to deal with the current
winter season.

OH & S for students and
young workers

This is a BC Federation of
Labour Occupational Health and
Safety Project. The workshop is
designed for students and young

‘Letter’, from page 3

OH & S information critical for members
workers to inform them of their
OH&S rights and the requirement
of employers to provide a safe
workplace.

This workshop is free of charge
and to arrange for a workshop or
for further information contact:
Projects at BC Federation of
Labour, Telephone (604-430-

1421) or fax (604-430-5917) or
www.bcfed.com.

Any questions, feel free to
contact me by e-mail:
prystea@sunshinecable.com.

Mike Prystae is OSH representative
for Component 10.

                                   Perseverance pays off!
members in Component 10, we
were able to achieve some hope for
the future and this has also
inspired other components in
avoiding privitization.

In closing, I would like to
extend a very sincere thank you
to all Component 10 members,
who in solidarity, made sacrifices
to continue the modified
agreement on successorship and in
doing so created opportunities for
other workers at risk of losing their
jobs.

This was the scene  on December 14, 2003 on the Trans Canada Highway near
Revelstoke involving two semi-trailers and a snow plow from HMC.  One semi
passed the snow plow on the right and became tangled in the plow unit. Both
units were forced onto oncoming traffic. Damage to all vehicles exceeded
$150,000.00. There were non life threatening injuries. Photo and information
courtesy The Revelstoke Times.

By Dan Baker

By Dan Baker is Local 1012
Chairperson in Terrace, B.C.



TEKSmed and DMI---Managing your employer’s
health benefit costs without much caring about you

By Dan Baker
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As the BCGEU Pension Plan
reflects the strong growth that

the stock market has experienced
this year many of us are breathing
easier and trying to forget the
frustration we felt by the negative
returns of last year.

A key decision that some of our
membership will have to make this
year is when to start the shift
between their main fund account
to the immunization fund as they
prepare for retirement. The
temptation to try and maximize
our account by leaving it in the
main fund while choosing not to
exercise the opt-out option could
actually result in a minimizing
your monthly income at
retirement. You need to decide on

TEKsmed and DMI are new
players on the health care

scene and they should be watched
carefully. They are private
consultants who provide neither
medical services nor insurance
services. What they sell to your
employer is a kind of medical
police force.

Some of our employers are
contracting the services of these
consulting companies in an effort
to reduce the STIIP/LTD insurance
and WCB premiums they pay.

TEKSmed and DMI  are
consultants who promise
companies like your employer that
their services will cut the
employer’s Workers’ Comp-
ensation Board (WCB) bill and
their STIIP/LTD insurance bill.

TEKSmed and DMI cut these
costs by a variety of means, like
using nurses employed by the
consultants to repeatedly call
disabled or ill workers and to illicit
damaging information out of
them, talking workers into using

physicians and specialists
contracted to the consultant
whose medical reports, sent to the
employer, may be adverse to the
disabled worker’s interest,
repeatedly requesting workers to
return to work early in their
recovery.

TEKSmed and DMI get their
profit out of the what they save
the employer in WCB and STIIP/
LTD health insurance premiums.

If your employer has con-
tracted with these consultants
you’ll know it either from a notice
the employer circulates telling you
to report WCB claims or absences
due to illness to a special phone
number or when you’re sick or
injured, you get a call from a nurse
or medical practitioner who says
they work for your employer and
they want to help you get faster
medical services, or specialists
appointments or they need more
information about your con-
dition to move your claim
forward.

If that call comes, you need to
know that neither the employer

what your own level of risk might
be.

My experience is that many do
not understand where and how
their retirement is influenced and
choose to do nothing and many
times can be disappointed at the
net result.

Does anyone recall the adage
“knowledge is power” well this is
another example of that. Don’t
rely on the advise of friends,
though their intent may be good,
many times the advise is not.
Educate yourself especially when
it comes to a pension account that
could carry you for many
retirement years.

 Here is another brief
explanation of the immunization
fund.

If you are reaching your 55th

birthday this year you will be or
have received a letter of option to
begin this shifting of money on a
yearly and % of your account
basis. You will only receive this
letter on your 55 year. Once this
option has been made it is not
reversible and it will automatically
happen each year there after and
if your retirement were at age 65
your entire account would be a
part of the immunization fund.

The immunization is a much
more stable fund not readily
influenced by the highs and lows
of the open market. As you
approach your year of retirement
being a part of the immunization
fund will better able you and your

Information about your pension plan

See “Pensions” on page 6.

By John Cantlon

nor TEKSmed nor DMI have the
authority to make or force you to
attend a medical appointment
made by TEKSmed or DMI or to
follow their direction or advice
regarding the treatment of your
illness.

In the case of a WCB claim, the
only requirement under the
Workers Compensation Act is to
report an injury or occupational
disease to your immediate boss. In
terms of other illnesses you are
obliged to provide reasonably
necessary medical information to
the employer or the insurance
carier.

DMI and TEKSmed make their
money by getting people back to
work—ready or not—and by
finding stuff which will
successfully dispute a worker’s
legitimate claim for wage loss
benefits from either WCB or your
sickness and accident insurance
plan.

They aren’t out to help you no
matter how nice they sound.
Dan Baker is a signman for a
highways maintenance contractor.



The efficiencies within a
company are only as good as

the employees who perform those
duties.
    That’s not rocket science! In
today’s world and especially in
the business world, poor
government decisions are made
not on the basis of common
sense but rather on the bottom
line.
    That poison trickles from
upper management and down
to the lowest employee on the
seniority list.

  Drug companies in particular
have been very successful in
building their profits through
aggressive promotion to increase
the use of expensive drugs and
by pushing governments to
extend patent protection that
limits low-cost generic
alternatives.

Big cost advantage over
the U.S
Our medicare system still gives us

financial planer determine your
options to calculate a monthly
income.

Main fund Unit values as of
November, 2003: 328.716 / one
year 9.03%  / three year  1.86% /
five year 4.71% / ten year 8.14%

Immunization fund unit

value: 156.309 /one year 2.96%  /
three year 3.09% / five year 3.74%
/ ten years 4.10%

John Cantolon is the Chair of Local
1012.

Benefits from page 1

Benefits worth fighting for
a big cost advantage over the
U.S., where barely adequate
medical insurance coverage adds
thousands of dollars per worker
to an employer’s labour cost.
The cost of health insurance
coverage is the root of many
strikes in the U.S.
  With costs increasing in
Canada, employers are pressing
to reduce benefit coverage and
shift costs to workers through
deductibles and caps.

  Unions have led the way in
expanding benefits for workers,
in workplace negotiations and
by working politically to create
our public programs. Now the
struggle is mainly about holding
onto our past gains, both in the
public sphere and at the
bargaining table.

Louis Erlichman is Research Director
for IAMAW Canada.

Toxicity in the workplace
     Not only does that harm the
workplace but also it completely
upsets the entire business. Is it
not good business to treat your
employees with respect and in
return they will help increase the
profit margin and where have all
the people skills gone? The
managers and CEO’S seemed to
forget those very basics.
      With any progressive,
successful company, that success
is attributed mostly to its
employee’s.
      Recently I heard a
manager’s philosophy of

workplace production was to piss
the worker off and you’ll get
your production. How ass-in
hind is that?
      As workers we need to do all
we can to stop these ideas in
their tracks and prevent the
toxicity in the workplace, not
only for the present, but also
definitely for the future.
      Its time to turn the wheel
the other way and instead of
going backwards lets all progress
forward for the benefit of all!
Kelly Mcdonald is Local 1006
Chairperson.

By Kelly Mcdonald

From page 5
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Central Island (02) Emcon Services Inc. Yes
North Island (03) Emcon Services Inc. Yes
Kootenay-Boundary (09) Emcon Services Inc. Yes
Selkirk (12) HMC Services Inc. Yes
Thompson (15) Argo Road Maintenance (Thompson) Inc. Yes
Lakes (24) Lakes District Maintenance Yes
North Coast (27) O’Brien Road & Bridge Maintenance Ltd. Yes
Howe Sound (04) Mainroad Howe Sound Contracting Ltd. Yes
Nechako (23) Yellowhead Road & Bridge (Vanderhoof) Ltd. No
Skeena (26) 141187 Ventures Ltd. No
Okanagan Shuswap (13) Argo Road Maintenance (North Okanagan) Inc. No
South Okanagan (08) Argo Road Maintenance (South Okanagan) Inc. No
Sunshine Coast (05) Capilano Highway Services Company. No
Fort George (19) Yellowhead Road & Bridge (Fort George) Ltd. No
Lower Mainland (06) Mainroad Contracting Ltd. No
Central Kootenay (10) 660512 BC Ltd. No
South Cariboo (16) Interior Roads Ltd. No
Updated Jan 26/04

Preferred Proponent and Award Status
Service Area Name SA # Preferred Contractor Identified Contract AwardedPensions



The bargaining committee and union staff should
be congratulated for their hard work in achieving a

new collective agreement.
In addition to some contract language changes, gains

in wages, health and welfare benefits, severance, and
sick days were also achieved.

The employees ratified the new three-year agreement
with Emirates.

Way to go!!

Gary Evers is Chair of Local 1003.

They say that change isn’t
always a bad thing but forced
change cannot be a good thing.
So it will be for the employee’s of
PRT Reid Collins Nursery of
Aldergrove, B.C.

On March 8, 2004 the Reid
Collins nursery site will be
permanently closed. Citing tough
markets, the softwood lumber
dispute and the rise of the
Canadian dollar, it was decided to
close this particular nursery site for
the health of the company.

Pacific Regeneration Tech-
nologies (PRT) has purchased a
nursery site in Oregon.

Sixty-thousand containers of
seedlings from Reid Collins will be
transferred down south and the
balance will be distributed
throughout the remaining PRT
nurseries.

Changes
By Laura Klade The decision to close the

nursery was described as a business
decision and can be seen as
another sign of a dying B.C. forest
industry.

As to the 38 unionized
employees represented by the
BCGEU, the future holds great
uncertainity.

Our jobs are not transferable so
we’ll be out pounding the
pavement along with thousands
of other British Columbians.

In an industry that is farm-
based, this doesn’t sit well for the
majority of workers.

Most jobs available will be at
minimum wage and in work sites
that are not very well regulated
for health and safety. The wage
cuts for some will be as much as
eight dollarsper hour.

So now we begin the process of
dismantling the nursery, making
up manifests and loading trucks

heading for points north and
south.

The same can be said for our
lives as we begin dismantling,
inventorying and loading up with
who knows where for a
distribution.

As I go through this whole
process I can’t help thinking and
hoping that Premier Campbell will
lose as much sleep as so many of
us have, as election day draws
near.

I encourage all to turn their
minds to the up and coming
elections.

Get out and vote! Make your
voice heard. Together we can make
a change and this forced change
will be for the better.

Laura Klade is the Chair of
Component 10’s women’s committee
and a former employee of PRT.

Envirotest members
get an agreement
By Gary Evers
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For updates on bargaining
and issues of the day, be sure
and check the BCGEU web
site at www.bcgeu.ca.


